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Abstract

The hypothesis of variables separation, namely the time and the strain separation in the relaxation function, is widely used in soft
tissue biomechanics. Although this hypothesis is central to several biomechanical models, only few experimental works have tried to
verify it. From these studies, contradictory results have been found. Moreover, it has recently been noted that no such experimental
veri"cation has been performed for ligament tissues. In this paper, an experimental method is developed to test the hypothesis of
variables separation. This method is then used with human cruciate ligaments and patellar tendons. It is shown that the use of the
variables separation hypothesis is justi"ed at least for strain values lower than 16% for anterior cruciate ligament, lower than 12% for
posterior cruciate ligament and lower than 6% for patellar tendon. The method presented in this paper could be used to verify the
validity of variables separation for other tissues. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

When subjected to a constant strain, the soft tissues
exhibit a relaxation of the corresponding stress over time.
This phenomenon is part of a general behavior called
viscoelasticity. The stress relaxation has been adequately
described with several models using an integral approach
(Findley et al., 1976; Fung, 1993; Pioletti and
Rakotomanana, 2000).

In the proposed models, the kernel of the integral
* called relaxation function * depends on two vari-
ables, the time and the strain. For the identi"cation
process of the relaxation function, the hypothesis of vari-
ables separation is generally used by expressing the relax-
ation function in terms of two functions of one variable,
the time and strain, respectively. The hypothesis of vari-
ables separation is widely used in soft tissues bi-
omechanics (Johnson et al., 1994; Pioletti and
Rakotomanana, 2000; Sauren and Rousseau, 1983; Woo
et al., 1981).

Few experimental studies have veri"ed the validity of
the variables separation for stress relaxation tests per-
formed on soft tissues. In some studies it has been shown
that the strain levels in#uenced the relaxation of the
stress (Haut and Little, 1972; Lanir, 1980), while in other
works, only slight strain dependence has been found for
the relaxation modes (Hubbard and Soutas-Little, 1984;
Soden and Kershaw, 1974). The necessary experiments
have not yet been done for ligament tissues (Lakes and
Vanderby, 1999). As the hypothesis of variables separ-
ation is central to several models based on the integral
approach, it is fundamental to perform stress relaxation
tests at di!erent strain values and to determine the cor-
relation between the strain and the time for the relax-
ation process. The goal of this study is to develop an
experimental method to test the hypothesis of variables
separation. This method is then used to verify the validity
of variables separation for human cruciate ligaments and
patellar tendons.

2. Material and methods

Uniaxial traction tests were performed on human
cruciate ligaments (anterior cruciate ligament, ACL;
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posterior cruciate ligament, PCL) and patallar tendons
(PT) (5 specimens for each tissue) at controlled temper-
ature (373C) and humidity (100%). The specimens were
successively loaded at a constant elongation rate
(0.3mm/s) to 4 force values (50, 100, 200 and 300N)
corresponding to strain values between 0}16% for ACL,
0}12% for PCL, and 0}6% for PT. The stress relaxation
was measured for 1800 s. To establish the reproducibility
of the protocol, ligaments and tendons of calves were
used "rst. After the last test made at the highest strain
value, the specimens were reloaded to the "rst strain
value to assess the reproducibility of the relaxation pro-
cess. A complete description of the experimental part can
be found in Pioletti et al. (1996, 1999).

A viscoelastic material undergoing uniaxial traction
can be described by the relation (Findley et al., 1976;
Fung, 1993; Pioletti and Rakotomanana, 2000):

P(t)"P
%
(F)#P

t

~=

i(F, s) ds, (1)

where P is the nominal stress, P
%

the elastic nominal
stress, F the deformation gradient, t the actual time, and
i the relaxation function. The identi"cation of the relax-
ation function i is performed with stress relaxation tests.
However, this identi"cation is di$cult with a function of
two variables. Consequently, the relaxation function i is
generally expressed in terms of two functions of one
variable, the strain and the time, respectively (hypothesis
of variables separation) (Fung, 1993; Johnson et al., 1994;
Pioletti, 1997; Sauren and Rousseau, 1983; Woo et al.,
1981):

i(F, s)"u(F)/(s). (2)

The function /(s) is called the reduced relaxation func-
tion. With a stress relaxation test, Eq. (2) means that the
temporal behavior of the relaxation function should not
be in#uenced by the value of the strain at which the test is
performed. In case of a relaxation test performed at
di!erent deformation gradient values F
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Determination of the integral of the reduced relaxation
function is given by
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We de"ne the relative relaxation function R(t;F
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If the hypothesis of variables separation (2) is justi"ed,
the temporal behavior of the relative relaxation function
R should be independent of the strain F

0
. This means

that for tests made at di!erent strains F
0
, the value of the

relative relaxation function (5) should be constant at
"xed time values. Quanti"cation of the slope of the rela-
tive relaxation over the strain values at di!erent times
will then give an indication on the validity of the hypoth-
esis of variables separation. The more the slope percent-
age is close to zero (corresponding then to a horizontal
curve), the more the hypothesis of variable separation is
justi"ed.

The R(t) values are obtained from the stress relaxation
curves. Each relaxation curve was normalized with the
following relation:

Normalized stress (at strain x)

"

Stress obtained at the strainx

Stress obtainedat the highest strain
. (6)

3. Results

The normalized stress relaxations for the di!erent tis-
sues exhibited qualitatively the same behavior (Fig. 1).
A fast relaxation was observed immediately after the
strain was applied, followed by a moderate relaxation
until 500}1000 s, and "nally a slight relaxation till the
equilibrium state (1800 s).

The values of the relative relaxation function R(t) for
di!erent F

0
are plotted for the same specimens (Fig. 2).

The constant value for R(t) reported at di!erent initial
strains means that the strain F

0
at which the stress

relaxation test was performed did not in#uence the time
behavior of the relaxation. This fact was veri"ed for all
the specimens tested and is represented in Table 1 by the
low average of the slope percentage of the relative relax-
ation over strain values at di!erent times.

4. Discussion

This paper presents an experimental veri"cation of the
hypothesis of variables separation. This hypothesis is
used in several models developed for soft tissue bi-
omechanics. The hypothesis of variables separation was
experimentally validated in the present study for values
lower than 16% for ACL, 12% for PCL and 6% for PT.
Comparisons of slope percentages showed that the hy-
pothesis of variables separation gives qualitatively the
best results at the end of the relaxation process. The
veri"cation of the hypothesis of variables separation was
important to establish as this hypothesis is widely used
for the description of stress relaxation in soft tissue bio-
mechanics.
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Fig. 1. Normalized stress relaxation curves at 4 strains (F
0
) for one

ACL, PCL, and PT human specimen. The stress relaxation is important
during the "rst seconds of the tests, then is moderated during the
following minutes and "nally reaches a quasi-static state after 1800 s.
An identical trend is found for all the specimens.

Fig. 2. Relative relaxation function R(t) at di!erent times as a function
of the strain F

0
. For each specimen, the value of R(t) for a time value is

constant at the di!erent strain values. For the ACL specimen, the slope
percentage from 1500 to 10 s is 0.18, 0.17, 0.04, 0.41, 0.27, respectively.
For the PCL specimen, the slope percentage from 1500 to 10 s is 0.01,
0.79, 1.19, 1.94, 1.89, respectively. For the PT specimen, the slope
percentage from 1500 to 10 s is 0.01, 0.02, 0.33, 1.22, 0.48 respectively.
These results enable to conclude that temporal behavior of the stress
relaxation is independent of the strain value.

To the best of our knowledge, these results for human
specimens of tendons and ligaments have not been pre-
viously reported in the literature with a quantitative
method. Indeed, some previous works have checked the
variables separation qualitatively from the stress relax-
ation curves (Haut and Little, 1972; Lanir, 1980). The
present method has the advantage to quantify the strain
values for which the variables separation hypothesis is
valid.

The di!erence of the strain values used for the stress
relaxation tests between specimens was due to the fact

that we stopped the stretching process at "xed force
values. As the sti!ness of the specimens was di!erent, the
same force value corresponded to di!erent elongations,
then to di!erent strain values. The control in force was
chosen to preserve the mechanical integrity of the speci-
men between the di!erent tests.

The use of the variables separation in integral models
is then justi"ed at least for the values tested in this study.
A generalization of these results to other soft tissues
seems reasonable if the composition of the tissues is
mainly made of collagen as for tendons and ligaments.
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Table 1
Mean value $SE of the relative relaxation slope percentage for all the
specimen tested at di!erent times (n"5)

ACL PCL PT

1500 s 0.6%$0.3% 0.4%$0.1% 0.5%$0.2%
1000 s 0.6%$0.3% 1.7%$0.6% 1.0%$0.6%
500 s 1.5%$0.6% 2.2%$1.0% 1.8%$1.1%
100 s 3.9%$2.1% 1.9%$0.2% 2.9%$1.2%
10 s 4.0%$2.6% 1.0%$0.2% 0.8%$0.2%

Indeed, the method presented in this paper could be used
to verify the validity of variables separation for other
tissues.
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